A. Group Litigation in European Procedure

(1) 2 Forms of representation:
    diffuse/public interests
    group interests

(2) The EU Directive 98/27
(3) The difference to class actions

B. Substantive law fields of application:
Annex to EU-Directive 98/27 and extension beyond the list

C. Types of group litigation
(1) injunctive relief and damages
(2) associations' suits in the public interest
(3) associations' suits for a specific group
(4) representation by public authorities
    (agencies, offices, ombudsman)

D. Procedural conclusions

(1) remedies
(2) certification and control of representative
(3) preliminary procedure and consultation
(4) costs and the role of attorneys

E. cross-border group litigation:
Jurisdiction and standing of foreign bodies (recognition)

F. Problems and prospects